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Dave Hansen

n 2007, the front garden of Pamela Rodgers’s
Newport c ondominium was a vegetable
garden that supplied her, she says, “with
enough food to practically live off.” By 2009, the
edible landscape wasn’t so abundant – a few
tomato plants, nasturtiums, herbs and the odd
eggplant, here and there, told the story of a professional gardener, who, when she was at home, was
intent onkeeping it simple. “Slice it up with a loaf
of bread,” is Rodgers’s description that has as
much to do with her need for rest, in light of her
burgeoning business, as it does with the picture
of her peaceful backyard retreat.
To the eye, not much grows in this space that
can thrive beneath the penumbra of maple trees
crowding the sky. Strands of ivy crawling along a
wire espalier are the preliminary threads of a
hopefully bushy and geometric tapestry. A green
screen of clumping bamboo is beginning to make
its mark both in texture and effect in a garden that
allows the eyes and mind to rest in tandem. “I’m
a big fan of shade because I love using moss,” says
Rodgers. “My style is more soothing and subdued
– coastal as well as reflecting the elements.” A
concrete water bowl designed by Rodgers and a
fire pit completes the elemental trio, and teak sun
loungers advertise that when this landscape
designer is off the job, she isn’t gardening.
“When I first started working, gardens had
so much texture that they would cover up the
individual plants themselves,” notes Rodgers.

A

l e x a n d r a Ave r y ’s l ove o f
horticulture has grown in the
same way a flower grows: from its
roots. Growing up in Philadelphia, Avery’s
understanding of plant design was inspired
through her parents’ keen appreciation of
ALEXANDRA
AVERY
gardening.
The city’s strong
botanical and
gardening history had Avery attending its
famed plant and garden shows plying her
sensibility with the colors and forms that
would become commonplace in her
chosen profession. When her family moved
to a home designed by a well-known architect with grounds equaling the important
aesthetic of the house, Avery’s horticultural horizons reached new limits. But
despite this education, Avery believes that
the greatest impact to her green artistry
came from her architect father, who, as she
puts it, “gave me a more orderly aesthetic.”
Ave r y ’s Po r t s m o u t h h o m e i s
surrounded by just under a quarter acre of
grounds. She and her husband have spent
a decade making the vegetative space
appear to their liking. Screens of fruit trees,
maples and privet hedges block out the
sights and sounds of the suburban envi-

rons, so established has their plantings
taken hold. Through the couple’s mutual
interest in all things that grow, Avery continues to do what she did in those early
days in Philadelphia: experiment. “I get my
influences from magazines and visiting
botanical gardens – the gardens that you
should see in France such as Versailles and
England’s Kew Gardens.”
When it comes to her own pride and
joy that colors, secludes, bears and
beautifies the space around her home,
Avery draws from the palettes of European
and American gardens. Each season there
is the thrill of selecting which new plants
to attempt to grow. This year, foxgloves
grown from seed will find their way into
Avery’s subtle contouring beds. Also, a
white cardinal climber will make its debut,
along with a big, airy flowering tobacco,
the “Mutabilis.”
But flowers, trees and shrubs don’t
have the exclusive run of Avery’s garden.
Fruit and vegetables are a mainstay during
the growing season and occupy one side of
the barn along with the area behind it,
where several raised beds fill the once
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palette where light, wind and rain, as well
as color, c onstantly alter the spatial
landscape of her plantings, maximizing the
environmental effect by minimizing its
footprint. This idea is reflected in her own
garden: the pared-down version of the
basic form. “Although I work on the East
Coast, I’m influenced by where I went to
school in California. One thing I love to do
is put sub-tropicals in pots. They adapt
really well to the elements and as a bonus,
can be brought in as house plants.”
Despite the importance of sustain
ability, Rodgers’s commitment to native
f loras that complement ornamentals and
provide a stage of differing qualities and
exoticness is another of her botanical
tenets. To this, she uses bayberry bushes,
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Such gardens require heavy watering and
maintenance. “People are busy. Few have
the time to spend hours tending to their
gardens. Simple, sustainable yards using
more containers, less water, less fertilizer
that create less run-off – it’s where we’re
headed, or at least where we should be
headed.”
Rodgers received her horticulture
degree at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
California, and her landscape architecture
degree from the University of Rhode
Island. Her professional thrust works to
create a natural locus with a reduced plant
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e xpertise was honed working for a
renowned Rhode Island garden designer.
S h e i s a c e r t i f i e d R h o d e I s l a n d
horticulturist. The second is of a more
technical knowledge, grading and drawing
plans during her time working with civil
engineers. Avery is also a registered
landscape architect. She brings both of
these disciplines to her own professional
commissions, but at home the draftsman’s
lines are inconspicuous, the plains gentle
and the ornamentalism is p leasantly
refrained and relaxed.
Avery’s rose garden contains, in the
main, a single type of rose – luckily, it’s her
favorite: David Austin English roses. These
famously fragrant f lowers light up the
garden throughout summer and create a
cacophony of color running through the
front garden into fall when her Japanese
maples don their fiery fall reds and blazing
yellows.
What best summarizes Avery’s garden
is that it is an extension of her passions that
exist within the home. Cooking and art.
Botanicals decorate the walls and every
imaginable cookbook that shows how to
pickle, preserve and make jam are in plain
view. Avery’s profession is an extension of
her life and in her garden the marriage is
perfectly displayed.

eastern cedars along with native magnolias
and Panicum Virgatum (Switchgrass) with
Phlox to provide the perfect contrast to her
clients’ vision of what is, in essence, manmade, but whose intent is naturalistic. “I
wish I had two acres along Ocean Drive,”
she says, speaking of one of her client’s
spaces where she is putting such contrasts
into play. H owever, it is the aesthetic
simplicity that is best articulated in
Rodgers’s own garden space, manifested by
the succulents growing between the cracks
in her terrace adding a subtle dimension to
the perennial l andscape. “I would add
more of what there is – probably more
green,” says Rodgers looking around her
outdoor lounge. “But, then again, that isn’t
so minimalistic, is it?”
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